
Assisting Local Authorities 
Transition to Digital in a  

Cyber World 



The challenges of upgrading CCTV systems from 

analogue to digital in a public space environment 

There are many key challenges to overcome when completing an upgrade from analogue to digital 

CCTV  within a public space environment and DSSL Group are here to help every step of the way.  

We have detailed these challenges below & how we overcome them. 

Asset List of CCTV cameras and location  - “We do not have one?” 

This has become more common over the past 24 months. 

Many local authorities do not always know what assets they have across their sites and towns, this 

could be a result of various reasons such as, changes in departments or a poor maintenance contractor.   

This for some local authorities is a major first hurdle to overcome, with lack of industry knowledge and a 

reduction in staff resources this can sometimes be enough to delay any future upgrade works.  

DSSL Group have multiple methods to assist local authorities even at this early stage of the evolution to 

a digital upgrade. We have a tried and tested methodology to build an accurate asset list to suit any        

local authority.  

This can be as complex as a council wide maintenance programme to attend all sites, complete a full 

maintenance, create a detailed asset list with every part number and firmware version followed by a   

detailed report. This would be at an agreed cost with timescales tailored to suit the client. If budgets at 

this stage are low DSSL offers an asset building exercise free of charge  to gather all key information 

such as estimated camera count, site list and areas covered with an overall system report.  

DSSL Group have completed many asset building exercises with large and small local authorities. One 

of which has over 2500 upgraded HD cameras which are visible just from one council building. 



Existing infrastructure  - “We do not have the infrastructure. We have no budget.”  

Some clients feel that because their infrastructure is so old that upgrading to digital seems a challenge 

that is too large. We hear budgets are not available and the upgrade will cost too much.  

DSSL Group are heavily experienced in public space CCTV with regards to design, installation and    

commissioning.  With this experience it has allowed us to learn the processes within local authorities 

and guide them not only through the technical side of an upgrade but also through the financial            

implementation of sourcing funding for capital projects that increase public safety and wellbeing.  

Many councils are unaware of the extremely high costs of their current CCTV systems in place. Due to 

the large spread of CCTV and with most systems last upgraded in the 90’s this has meant that many 

CCTV cameras are connected back to a control room location using leased fibre connections. These 

fibre connections controlled by large corporate companies come with a very high cost. This creates a 

huge required revenue budget.   

With the correct consultation and design there is huge potential to reduce high revenue costs when    

upgrading to digital. With the cost of wireless technology reducing and the quality of equipment          

increasing and becoming more reliable it really leaves councils with a fast method to upgrade to digital 

and cut annual costs.  

DSSL Group will tailor a design to suit the client and the assets available. If the council has many      

high-rise blocks then a complete wireless solution is more often than not the best solution. If the council     

consists of low level buildings, greenery and a wide coverage area then a mixture of wireless and fibre 

connections will be the best solution.  All of which would be designed and approved by the client.  

DSSL Group have worked with Ubiquiti, Siklu, Silvernet and many other manufactures when designing a 

wireless solution all with excellent results.  

A consultation meeting will be required at the early design phase to fully understand the clients           

operational requirements and key players such as CCTV managers, IT departments & community safety 

teams.  



System integration across council systems - “Our systems are all different?” 

 

Once the initial design for the wireless & fibre network has been identified we now look deeper into the 

council’s assets and highlight various areas where integration is available. This can be local in the main 

council offices or across many different council buildings both in housing and corporate.  

When these are highlighted we always experience an initial push back from clients as these other assets 

& systems are maintained by different departments within the council. With our knowledge and           

experience we like to organise group meetings via Zoom or Teams to consult all key stakeholders for all 

areas concerned to highlight the possible integrations.  

DSSL Group are a valued partner with Genetec. Genetec offer one of the best unified security centre 

platforms that allow a system to grow from small to large with many different integration methods.      

Utilising Genetec for the initial CCTV platform allows our clients to slowly grow their system to integrate 

with access control systems, door entry intercom systems, ANPR, enforcement systems, intruder alarms 

and more. The end solution can be as involved as a digital safe city or as small as a high end CCTV        

platform.  

The reason for the push of the concept for integration of multiple systems is the huge cost saving and 

increase in services that is available. By utilising the new wireless infrastructure installed for CCTV all of 

the above systems can also be visible or controlled back at the council offices. This will always heavily 

reduce revenue costs and increase the level of service.  

A CCTV control room for a local authority was once a large ongoing expense however in modern digital 

times operates as a positive revenue stream.  



Cyber Security Internet of Things - “Our IT department will never let CCTV run across it?”  

DSSL Group have worked with many IT specialists throughout upgrade phases for various councils. 

DSSL Group have in house staff with IT credentials and the knowledge to design, install and            

commission an IP network across multiple council towns with the correct cyber security.  

We always ensure that a solid working relationship is created with the IT department of the local         

authority to ensure all systems meet the operational requirements and most importantly the IT security          

requirements.  

Another benefit to utilising a Genetec solution is 

their extensive knowledge of IOT and Cyber       

Security. Genetec has assisted DSSL Group with 

many upgrades where an existing IT network has 

been utilised. Genetec pre and post sale technical 

teams have years of experience and are happy to 

assist any new or existing Genetec client     

throughout the process.  

With our inhouse engineers being product trained 

on manufactures such as Microtik, Ubiquiti, Siklu, 

Infinet, Comnet, AMG and others, combined with Tavcom IP CCTV network training and other national    

recognised network training, they are very well placed to ensure the installation is completed to the     

required timescale whilst ensuring network stability & security at all times.  

It is vital that the security of the network is a main priority at the design stage however, it must maintain 

a priority throughout the installation and continues into the maintenance of the system.  

 

 

 



Artificial Intelligence (AI) in CCTV - “Is this ethical? Will our legal department sign this off?”  

DSSL Group have been utilising artificial intelligence across our clients sites for the last 3 years.  AI can 

be seen as a threat to many councils as they fear to breach GDPR however, AI when used in the correct 

way with the correct impact assessment and design does not breach any guidelines or laws.  

AI is here and is being used in the real world every day for many different products. Even down to our 

mobile phones and tailored advertising. AI has given a whole new life to CCTV and increased its        

potential to secure a site and offer intelligence to the Police in record time.   

When securing a building AI is utilised to differentiate a person from a vehicle, animal or background 

scenery such as moving trees etc. moving trees etc. Rewind 3 years and perimeter protection via CCTV 

was causing more problems that it was solving. False alarms every day meant zones would be           

deactivated by monitoring stations and sites left insecure. Now with AI reducing false alarms to less than 

1% sites are now always fully secure with all zones activated.  

AI in a public space environment.  

AI can really be a valuable addition to public space CCTV. First stage would be to utilise AI features to 

store human credentials such as clothing colours, types, and accessories worn such as bags, hats and       

umbrellas.  This information can then be used for a post event search. Take an example of a person 

who has committed an offence in a town wearing blue trousers, a red top and a blue hat during the 

hours of 8am and 4pm. In previous years an operator would search for hours to find this person. Now 

with a quick search for the above credentials the system will display all members of the public that 

where visible wearing the exact combination of clothing. This process takes 5 minutes max and the    

person is immediately identified. This allows the Police to act faster and we have already seen these  

results first hand.  

AI can also be used for facial recognition. This is initially a frightening subject for some councils however 

there is certainly ethical uses for facial recognition when tackling crime or searching for a missing      

person.  

DSSL group has tested facial recognition in a public environment with great results and have worked 

with Italian manufacture Euklis who have created a full GDPR compliant facial recognition platform.  

  



Energy Efficiency & Carbon foot print - “How can new HD cameras be more energy efficient?” 

The concept of if something is better there is always a catch, is something we are all guilty of believing 

however, if a solution is carefully thought out with the correct teams involved then the benefits are al-

ways positive with no hidden secrets.  

This is the same for energy efficiency in the modern world. CCTV manufactures are challenged with not 

only increasing camera quality, efficiency and add all those features mentioned previously in the AI and 

IT security section. They are also pushed to become as energy efficient as possible.  

Most town centres are still operating very large pan and tilt PTZ units which are very inefficient. These 

are costing councils hundreds of thousands to operate just in power usage alone.  

DSSL Group are partners with a British manufacture called 360 Vision. 360 Vision are driven to offer a 

great ruggedized product to suite the UK market. With their Invictus and Predator range they are market 

leaders alongside Bosch and Red Vision who are also up there at the top.  

We have highlighted 360 Vision here as they have a great story backed by facts to show how the energy 

efficiency of their cameras saves thousands of pounds. 

Please see sections from their article below:  

‘Capitalising on the unrivalled low power consumption 

of their CCTV surveillance cameras, 360 Vision    

Technology is delighted to announce that its Invictus 

range of PTZ cameras have been assigned their own 

Elexon Charge Codes, with the benefit of substantially 

lower energy bills for organisations operating Public 

Space Surveillance systems  

On a 100-camera system, surveillance system owners 

could save more than £18,500.00 in energy costs and 

in turn, reduce their carbon footprint by 37 tonnes over a 5-year period, compared to the closest equiva-

lent camera models on the market. That’s a compelling return on investment and a significant reduction 

in the cost of ownership. Furthermore, the Invictus camera’s low power draw of less than 13W (in auto-

matic low-power mode), is unrivalled when it comes to green energy credentials.’ 



Choosing the right supplier & the path to success  - “ We have to tender our projects, so choosing is 

not an option?  “ 

DSSL Group are fully aware of the tender requirements for local authorities however, we have seen 

these requirements and processes stop a successful project in its tracks on many occasions. Once an 

established design and proof of concept is confirmed the project will only become a success if the right 

supplier is selected. 

Many tenders are sent out to a portal with very minimal technical and quality requirements with the    

largest marking criteria being cost. We understand that many tender requirements of councils is to have 

a minimum 60 - 40 split with cost taking the 60% and this is ok if the specification of the tender is water 

tight.  

We have heard and seen first hand many horror story's where integrators have managed to win a      

project on price by establishing loop holes and errors in the specification. The project in most cases 

takes a wrong turn and the client does not receive what they expected or if they do they end up with the 

correct solution they are paying additional costs for the privilege. This is easily overcome by selecting 

the correct experienced independent CCTV consultant.  

An independent security consultant brings many years of experience to the table and assists the council 

to achieving a detailed and water tight specification. If all key points are met by those competing for the 

project, then the difference between the most and least expensive reflects the profits being made by the 

integrator and / or the price at which they are buying the equipment from the manufactures.  

When you are looking for an integrator there are key areas that should be ticked off immediately: 

• Is the integrator experienced working with local authorities and in a public space environment.  

• Do they have sufficient staffing in house? We see lots of larger businesses now rely on sub      

contractors. This method reduces the companies control of the quality of service.  

• Do they invest in their staff with training annually? Look out for Tavcom Training 

Certificates. Tavcom are industry recognised.  

• They must be NSI Gold.  

• They must be certified to ISO9001 for quality management.  

• Look at their case studies and contact their previous clients for referrals.  

• Are they reducing their carbon footprint?  

If the specification is professionally written and followed when marking of the tender takes place, the   

local authority will be left with the best possible bids available. Overall quality and cost will then be the 

deciding factor with all involved working on a level playing field.  



CCTV increases public safety and assists Police more than ever before thanks to the digital age.  

More than ever before CCTV has assisted local Police in tackling crime and convict against acts of vio-

lence and ASB. With the correct design and choice of solution the results are very rewarding to any 

council.  

DSSL Group designed systems have captured hundreds of crimes and assisted with numerous           

convictions against theft, ASB and violent crimes.  

Please see comments from Councillor Mills of the London Borough of Hillingdon when he was     

demonstrating a DSSL solution to the Minister of London MP Nick Hurd.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘We’re very proud of our CCTV network and I’m very glad that MP Nick Hurd was able to come as     

Minister for London and see why. This is a new generation of technology which  we invested in to       

directly respond to the concerns of our residents who often tell us that tackling anti-social behaviour,  

fly-tipping and crime is a key concern of theirs. Recent figures give a snapshot of the cameras’ value to 

law enforcement. There were 164 incidents passed on to he police to follow-up between June and July. 

There were also 21 incidents of fly-tipping caught on camera,  helping the council track down offenders.’ 

 

  



DSSL Group - A proven provider of results! 

DSSL Group are one of the leading integrated security        

systems providers in the UK.  

All directors at DSSL Group started as trainee engineers and 

worked their way through the industry working on many     

flagship CCTV upgrades across public space environments as 

well as, upgrade works for theme parks, oil refinery’s, oil    

storage, critical national infrastructure and the ministry of    

defence. With over 80 years combined experience they have 

the experience to assist a local authority at any stage of a  

project. 

DSSL Group are a family business and we carry that ethos 

through everything we do. All of our staff are part of the family. 

All employees are PAYE and we complete every stage of a 

CCTV system upgrade in house with no sub contractor       

requirements. This includes wireless networking.  

This allows DSSL group to fully ensure the best service is  

always achieved with a  faultless solution at the end of any 

project.  

DSSL Group meet the highest criteria required for local authorities & we are always looking to improve 

our companies stand point in the industry as well as our staff’s technical ability and wellbeing.  

Please visit our website to see all of the services we provide and our most recent case studies at 

www.dssl.co.uk 

Please contact our Managing Director Aaron Stephens directly, if you would like to know more about 

how DSSL Group can support you to create a better solution for your local residents.  

Aaron@DSSLGroup.co.uk  


